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 The $43 million Malcolm Hotel is the first traditional hotel to be built in Canmore in the last 20 
years.  

 Situated between two natural-flowing creeks in Spring Creek Mountain Village, the 124-room 
hotel with 8,800 sq. ft. of event space, is within walking distance of downtown Canmore.  

 Designed by award-winning Marshall Tittemore (Banff Aspen Lodge and Sunshine Terraces at 
Sunshine Village) and Spring Creek’s in-house design team, The Malcolm is a luxury hotel with a 
contemporary mountain feel.  

 It will be an extension of Spring Creek’s vibrant vacation property division that caters to high-end 
clientele. Ideal for conferences, weddings and mountain getaways.  

 The Malcolm’s accommodations include 72 double queen rooms, 32 king rooms and 20 suites.  

 Amenities will include outdoor hot tubs, a fitness centre and an elegant outdoor pool with 
panoramic views of the surrounding mountains from the second floor open-air mezzanine.  

 The hotel features a fine dining restaurant and bar; Stirling Grill & Lounge and outdoor patio.  

 The Malcolm Hotel honours Canmore’s historic connection to Scotland. Named for Malcolm, King 
of the Scots – the inspiration behind Canmore’s name – it will reflect the pageantry and heritage 
of past Scottish kings as well as Canmore’s own history and legacy.  

 King Malcolm III reigned from 1058 to 1093. He was later nicknamed “ceann mo’r” which 
translates literally into “big head” in Scottish Gaelic and can also be interpreted as “Big Chief”. 

 The Malcolm Hotel is currently taking bookings and will officially launch in November 2018.  

 Venues for conferences, weddings and other events range from the Edinburgh Ballroom at  a 
maximum size of 4,600 sq. ft. to the Inverness room at 500 sq. ft. and others in between, such as 
smaller portions of the Edinburgh, like the Holyrood at 1100 sq. ft and the 700 sq. ft. Balmoral. 

 
Location 
 

 The Malcolm will be situated at the gateway to Spring Creek. It will be off the beaten path, but 
only minutes from Main Street of Canmore.  

 Bordered by two spring-fed creeks and situated on 70 acres, Spring Creek includes condominium 
homes, villas, estate home sites, an active living senior residence and a luxury mountain lodge 
with vacation suites. It boasts a distinctive style in its buildings, trail system and gathering places. 

 Canmore’s $39 million recreation centre, Elevation Place, is located five minutes walk away and 
features indoor pools, climbing walls, an art studio and public library. 

 As the gateway to Banff National Park, The Malcolm will accommodate a growing number of 
overnight visitors to the park. In 2017 Banff National Park welcomed 4.06 million independent 
visitors; the highest number since 2003.  
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Media Contact:  
Scott Henderson  
dHz Media 
403.921.2001 
scott.henderson@dhzmedia.com  
 
Christina Felice 
dHz Media 
403.619.4575 
christina.felice@dhzmedia.com  
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